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1. Abstract
In the 1600s, Edward Lloyd was running a cof-
feehouse in London where merchants, bankers 
and seafarers came to conduct business. Lloyd 
was known for offering best of class intelligence 
about shipping, associated risks and other similar 
matters. It became a popular place for two class-
es of people to meet: those who wanted to in-
sure their ships from major damages, and others, 
who were willing to take risks and pay for dam-
ages when they occurred. For insuring the poten-
tial wreckage, the risk takers started taking pay-
ments, or premiums. Modern insurance markets, 
as we know them, were born.

Black is a digital insurance company on blockchain. Our platform connects insurance 

brokers directly with capital enabling them to launch their own virtual insurance 

companies. Thus removing the trusted third parties (Insurance Companies) from 

the value chain.

The same idea is in place today and has been 
working neatly. However the industry is in many 
ways stuck in the past. It is very consolidated and 
controlled by a handful of big players. As new 
technology emerges there are ways we can auto-
mate many processes, cut down costs and bring 
transparency to reporting. It also allows us to cre-
ate a new open and transparent playing field for 
all parties involved, through this we will decen-
tralise and democratise the insurance industry.
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2. The Challenge

One of the biggest problems in the insurance industry today is that the product design and customer 
are too far apart. Currently the products are created by insurance companies. This means that there 
are several parties between the customer and product, the system allows for a lot of bureaucracy, high 
costs and hinders innovation. Time to market normally takes years.

There are many different parties in the system: Re-insurers, Insurers, MGA’s, Agents, Brokers, Third 
Parties and Wholesale Brokers. As products are controlled by insurers, launching an insurance product 
takes a lot of time and the markets’ needs are not attended to fast enough. Whereas insurance brokers 
that are close to the customer and truly understand the market cannot get the desired product to 
market fast enough. There will be a lot of negotiations, time and costs involved. Often great ideas get 
neglected altogether.

Product controlled by insurers

BROKER
IT System 1

MGA
IT System 2

REINSURER
IT System 4

PRODUCT RECIPIENT PRODUCT DESIGN

Emails, excel files exchanged between all 
parties, resulting in mistakes, bad data quality, 
lots of work and too many negotiation phases.

INSURER
IT System 3
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3. Our Solution

The industry average costs for an insurance company are 20%. 

15% - 25% of Gross Written premium are spent on mainly administration. Unbelievably, data about 
premiums, payouts and capital is still shared by sending spreadsheets back and forth between 
different parties. Each have their own mastersheet to copy & paste data to. All of this time could be 
saved if instead of sending data between each other, everyone would look at the same info. Traditional 
insurance companies also have high HR and office costs, a lot of these costs can be avoided through an 
automated company on blockchain.

The insurance industry is very consolidated and controlled by a few 
big players. Becoming an insurer or launching a novice insurance 
product often proves impossible. From the investors’ side it is also 
very much a closed circle. Only big institutional investors are wel-
come to participate, the door for retail investors who would like to 
profit from stable insurance portfolios remains closed. 

We connect the idea to the capital directly, replacing the parties that are not needed in the value chain 
with technology. We will do this through crowdfunding, also giving smaller investors a way in. This 
leaner model gives more responsibilities to insurance brokers and control over the products they 
are selling. Insurers as we know them today are simply a trusted third party - blockchain gives us an 
alternative to that and the need for insurers disappears.

Black will be a licensed insurance company that provides insurance capacity to Agents, Brokers and 
MGAs (hereinafter “Brokers”) enabling them to launch their own virtual insurance companies. Our ca-
pacity comes without the traditional overheads of insurance company while using blockchain as main 
platform to get rid of centralized insurance companies.

 Footnote for insurance professionals: although we understand that they are legally different entities then for simplicity (and we like 
simplicity) in this document we call insurance agents, brokers and MGAs “Brokers”.

High Costs

Barriers of Entry
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Operating Expenses and cost of capital will be lowered by building a blockchain solution. 

By managing interactions of the specialized service companies with smart contracts on a blockchain, 
we can substantially lower the expenses of operating an insurance business.

By establishing a marketplace where investors and insurance buyers can directly trade with each 
other, we can minimize the cost of capital needed to fund an insurance reserve pool to the lowest 
return for the given risk.

Product to brokers Lower costs

By connecting brokers to capital on the Black 
platform they can set up their own virtual insur-
ance company within months. We believe that in-
surance should function in fact the opposite way 
round that it is currently, giving more power to 
brokers and removing uninnovative, slow and ex-
pensive insurers from the value chain. This helps 
great ideas get to the market faster, reduce costs 
and help innovation.

Claims submitters will interact directly with claims processors on a private blockchain with smart 
contracts tracking and governing the workflow for a claim. The insurance product and a rate schedule 
will be tracked on blockchain along with the active policy for an insurance buyer. 

For small, low risk claims, payouts can be automated on the blockchain. Larger, more complex claims 
will involve reinsurance claims, Black foundation reserve funds, and multiple requests for additional 
claim evidence. Automated smart contract workflows will notify parties about the next actions, and all 
evidence, workflow steps, and fund transfers are recorded on the blockchain.

By connecting brokers to capital directly we can 
bring costs down over 2x. Reporting and funding 
will be done on the Black platform. As most in-
surance processes can be automated with smart 
contracts we can cut down on the admin costs 
significantly. The global savings will come up to 
$600 bln annually.
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Way in for everyone

Compared to the very strict and closed insurance industry today we give way 
in for new entrepreneurs with innovative ideas that normally would not have a 
way to launch their insurance product. By crowdfunding the capital we also give 
retail investors an opportunity to invest in stable insurance portfolios. By to-
kenizing the process we allow the cryptocurrency market to participate as well.

Our Platform in Development

Figure x: Both retail and institutional investors can make returns from the value created by 

portfolios of insurance products on the Black platform by investing in the syndicate tokens.
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Figure x: After setting up a virtual insurance company, the brokers can start writing business 

using Black web front end, or the API.

Figure x: Black is also a social platform. Brokers and Syndicates are formed by the platform users, by 

inviting partners and colleagues to manage the business. This also creates network effects in upscaling 

the professional user base. 
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4. Cost Analysis
We’ve done an analysis about data on the listed insur-

ance companies across the world. We will show that 

the costs that occur for standard insurance compa-

nies that Black would almost eliminate, are quite sig-

nificant. We have gathered financial data from vari-

ous international and Estonian insurance companies 

between 2013 and 2016. The data shows that admin-

istrative expenses are quite high in the industry, thus 

there is a lot of cost cutting possible. It also becomes 

clear that smaller insurance companies would be first 

to fall, as their administrative expenses are relatively 

high to their gross written premiums.

Insurance company today 
takes 15 - 25% of Gross Written premium
excluding distribution

Black
5 - 10% of GWP

Provides capital to take risk Replaced by Black’s token holderspital to take risk

Replaced by blockchain and other technological applications

Lean model with low costs.
Transparent automation rules.

Old IT systems, a 30-year old burden of legacy

expenses run high

Insurance companies have costs for admin expenses and net profit of Gross 
Written Premium. The industry average is 20%. 

This is calculated by taking the average sum of the admin and net profit margins 
data of insurance companies provided in this blog post.

https://medium.com/blackinsurance/costs-in-the-insurance-industry-today-b86e225eea0b
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5. Business Model
Black collects fees from users for using the plat-
form for different actions. For example: syn-
dicates fund an insurance product with capi-
tal. Black Insurance’s fee will be a % of the GWP 
(Gross Written Premium). Fees to be paid in BLCK 
tokens. 

Black Foundation will sell the tokens on the mar-
ket to cover costs of operation: Development, HR, 
admin, legal & marketing. A surplus of tokens will 
be kept in the company reserve for occasions 
when costs rise and use of the platform is lower. 

The foundation reserve will have an upper level. 
Once this level is reached we will decide on what 
to do with the surplus. Some potential options are:

Invest in entering new markets

Invest in expansion and growing user base

Distribute to platform users wallets as bonuses

Burn tokens

Business in Broker channel

In order to guarantee the scalability of Black’s busi-

ness, insurance business will be generated by Brokers 

whose responsibility is

We provide easy access to capital and technology for 

those Brokers. There are a lot of insurance entrepre-

neurs across countries who have distribution, under-

writing know how and who are motivated to run an 

insurance business, but they do not have enough capi-

tal. Minimum amount of capital required is c. €3m. Deal 

making with Lloyds or other insurers is very difficult 

and time consuming, even if Brokers get the agreement 

with some insurer, then these agreements are not very 

profitable for the Broker, as traditional insurers cover 

many unnecessary costs (old IT systems, large offices, 

lots of manual work etc). There is a lot of inefficiency 

in the way, which makes the Agent’s life unnecessar-

ily difficult.

Designing insurance products for that market

Determining the right pricing

Selling the product in the region

What Black provides to Brokers

Capital to design insurance products and sell them

Technology. Brokers can use our user interface or 

API to store insurance policies and claims into our 

platform.

Insurance License. Black will establish an EU li-

censed insurance company, allowing us to cooper-

ate with Brokers across the EU. Depending on cap-

ital raised we also intend to apply for licenses in 

other regions.
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We will make sure that with each Broker we are 
using at least 3 of the following methods to be 
confident that the Broker will bring profitable 
business to Black.

Black will ask Brokers to present their business 
plan. Black’s specialists will analyze the plan 
and consult with specialists in the local market 
if necessary.

Over time Black will gather large quantities of data 
from different markets, and by analyzing it with 
machine learning and AI, Black is able to calculate 
the prices at which any insurance business can be 
profitable.

We will implement smart contracts that accept in-
surance policies from Brokers only in case insur-
ance premium is at least on the level that does not 
create loss to Black.

Black will use reinsurance agreements to share the 
risk with reinsurers. This will protect Black from 
outsized risks to its capital.

In order to align the interests of Brokers and 
Black, the Broker has to have their skin in the 
game. The Broker must pay a deposit of 5 - 25% 
of planned Gross Written Premiums to Black 
that will be used to cover the losses in case the 
business is unprofitable. In case the loss of the 
insurance portfolio exceeds 2x the deposit then 
the Broker is required to fill in the deposit or he 
can not write new business anymore

We require the Broker to have at least two pos-
itive references from the market where he op-
erates. The references have to prove that the 
Broker is able to underwrite a profitable book 
of insurance business.

Making sure that the Brokers are bringing profitable business

Sound business plan

Black’s own underwriting know how

Skin in the game Reinsurance

Community references

Quota share agreements: Black will retain some 

risk and premium, while sharing the rest with an 

reinsurer up to a predetermined maximum cov-

erage

Stop-Loss Reinsurance: Losses over a specific 

amount are covered solely by the reinsurer and 

not by Black.

Surplus Treaty Reinsurance: Black retains a fixed 

amount of policy liability and the reinsurer takes 

responsibility for what remains
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Black’s pricing framework

Black’s pricing framework gives Brokers the flexibility to use their own underwriting expertise to price 
products, while providing a structure and a control system for monitoring the adequacy of prices there-
fore protecting the interests of capital providers. The framework will cover pricing models, governance 
and reward.

A general pricing model will be provided to Bro-
kers for each type of insurance product. The mod-
el will provide a default price for the product, but 
Brokers will be able to change the prices by ad-
justing some of the model factors. The adjust-
ments will be monitored by Black’s actuarial spe-
cialists who will consult with the Broker if the 
adjustments suggest that the business might be 
unprofitable.

The monitoring of price adequacy by a central team is consistent with the structure at Lloyd’s of Lon-
don. This is to provide insurance supervisory bodies with the comfort that customers are sufficiently 
protected.

Depending on the amount of money we manage to raise Black will license itself as Pro-

tected Cell Company (PCC) in Malta and/or Establish Black Lloyds syndicate.

The time to get license for both of them is approximately 18 month and the cost is 

around 500 000 - 800 000 USD for each of them.

Using the latest machine learning and data sci-
ence techniques, Black’s actuarial specialists will 
deploy automated tools that analyse the profits 
made by each Broker. The outcome of the analy-
sis will have a direct effect on each Broker’s prof-
it commission. This rewards good underwriting 
expertise while providing an incentive to Brokers 
to improve and optimise their underwriting deci-
sions.

Pricing models

Governance

Reward

6. Licensing & Products
Establishing insurance company and product lines
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A PCC is a regular trading company constituted as a 

Cell Company which is able to create one or more cells 

for the purpose of segregating and protecting the cel-

lular assets of the Company.

Each cell’s assets and liabilities are effectively “ring-

fenced” from those of the core and the other cells. 

A PCC is at all times a single legal person. Cells with-

in a PCC are not endowed with legal personality sepa-

rate from that of the Cell Company.

What is PCC

Protected Cell Company (PCC) in Malta

Core
Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Protected Cell Company

This is a short characteristics of PCC environment Malta:

PCCs allow different owners with varying interests to participate in one company through their individ-

ual segregated cells and the core. 

PCCs enable the sharing of common costs, administrative requirements and regulatory demands 

amongst the various cells and the core. 

Regulations prohibit any person from making (or attempting to make) any claim against assets attribut-

able to a Cell for which he is not a creditor.

Should anyone manage (by any means) to use cellular assets to satisfy a liability not attributable to that 

particular Cell, such person will be liable to pay back the ‘value of the benefit thereby obtained

Assets attributable to a cell may only be used to satisfy claims made by creditors of that cell

Generally, creditors of a cell also have a right of secondary recourse to core assets of the PCC but only 

once cellular assets of that particular cell have been fully exhausted

Creditors of the PCC which are not creditors of a particular cell only have a right of recourse against core 

assets

Cell companies may transfer cellular assets to third parties, including other Cell companies. 

The cell may divide all or any of its profits up to its shareholders (subject to regulatory approval)
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This legal environment allows Black to create syndicates as different cells that are managed inde-
pendently but being still supervised by Black (PCC) Board of Directors and each individual syndicate is 
not affected by possible insolvency of other syndicates.

The cost base is lower

Favourable legal environment

More flexibility and less audit and 

control costs

Not rated security (at least in the 

beginning)

License limited to EU

Positive aspects of PCC

Establish Black Lloyds syndicate

Negative aspects of PCC

Insurance product lines that is reasonable to underwrite from PCC

From PCC it is reasonable to underwrite private lines with high-
er claim frequence and smaller possible big losses and what 
does not require A rated insurance company. For example:

Car insurance

Private property insurance

Travel insurance

Lloyd's of London, is an insurance market locat-
ed in London, United Kingdom. Unlike most of its 
competitors in the industry, it is not an insurance 
company. Rather, Lloyd's is a corporate body 
governed by the Lloyd's Act 1871 and subse-
quent Acts of Parliament and operates as a par-
tially-mutualised marketplace within which mul-
tiple financial backers, grouped in syndicates, 

come together to pool and spread risk. These un-
derwriters, or "members", are a collection of both 
corporations and private individuals, the latter 
being traditionally known as "Names".

As the structure of Black is very similar to that of 
Lloyds of London but Black just uses blockchain 
technology “not paper” to connect capital to in-
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Insurance product lines that is reasonable to underwrite 
from Black Lloyds syndicate

Positive aspects of Lloyds syndicate

A+ rated security

License to do business globally

Smaller capital requirements because of 

Lloyds central fund

Our Brokers can use Lloyds brand name

Negative aspects of Lloyds syndicate

The cost of running Lloyds syndicate is 2 - 

4% of Gross Written Premium higher than 

running PCC

Delegating underwriting authority to Bro-

kers needs to be approved by Lloyds

Brokers need to become Lloyds coverhold-

ers

Possibly more auditing and control func-

tions from Lloyds

From Lloyds syndicate it is reasonable to underwrite commercial lines that require 
A rated insurance company, loss frequency is low but the size of one claim is pos-
sible very big. For example:

Commercial property

Liability Insurance

surance portfolios thus the very logical for us would be to establish Black syndicate inside Lloyds 
framework and just execute the business more efficiently than all other Lloyds syndicates.
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7. Token Economics
Summary Black Foundation will be issuing two types of tokens: Black Platform Token 

(BLCK; utility token) and Black Syndicate Tokens (BSTs; security tokens). BLCK 
can be purchased and owned by any User account on the Public Ethereum 
network, while BSTs can only be purchased and owned by verified “Accredited 
Investors”. BLCK will be used to pay for Platform Services, they do not earn a 
profit, and the total amount of BLCK will only shrink as they are burned by Black 
Foundation. BSTs are investments created by Syndicates that will earn a profit, 
and the amount and types of BSTs will grow and shrink based on the different 
types of Syndicates that exist at any given time.

All Tokens created by Black Foundation will have deployments to Public Ethereum and to Private 
Hyperledger Fabric. Tokens deployed to Public Ethereum as Smart Contracts include functionality 
required for both the ERC20 and ERC223 specifications. Tokens deployed to Private Hyperledger 
Fabric will also include all ERC20 and ERC223 functionality, to establish a common definition between 
implementations on different Blockchains.

Investors

Syndicate 1

Investors

Broker 4

Broker 3

Broker 2

Broker 1

Black Platform

BST1

Syndicate 2

Syndicate 3

Syndicate 4

BLCK  

BLCK  

BLCK  

BLCK  

BST3

BST4

BST2
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Black Platform Token (BLCK)

Black Platform Tokens (BLCK) are used by Plat-
form Users to pay service fees to the Black Plat-
form when requesting Platform services. BLCK 
is described as a “Utility Token” because it is 
used by Platform Users when they are execut-
ing Smart Contracts on the Black Platform. BLCK 
is non-refundable and required for running dif-
ferent functionality on the Black Platform. BLCK 
does not in any way represent any shareholding, 
participation, right, title, or interest in the Black 
Foundation, its affiliates, or any other company, 
enterprise or undertaking, nor will BLCK entitle 

token holders to any promise of fees, revenue, 
profits or investment returns, and are not intend-
ed to constitute securities in any relevant juris-
diction.

Black will guarantee that until 1st of January 
2021, service fees paid with BLCK will be at least 
20% cheaper than service fees paid in any other 
currency. Black will evaluate the service fee dis-
count after Jan 1st 2021, and then announce the 
adjusted discount.

BLCK service fees paid to Black 
Foundation, will be split between 
the following:

BLCK Token details

Burn the tokens

Keep the tokens in reserve on the 

Black balance sheet

Sell the tokens back to market (to fund 

ongoing operational costs)

a)

b)

c)

To finance the launch phase, the project hold-
ing company Black Foundation OÜ, via ICO, will 
offer the opportunity to purchase (assuming 
that all tokens are sold with maximum discount) 
315,625,000 of 471,082,089 Black Platform To-
ken (BLCK) released by smart contract.

Token Name Black Platform Token

BLCK

471,082,089

US $2,000,000

US $45,000,000

Token Symbol

Soft Cap

Hard Cap

Maxsimum supply assuming that all tokens 
are sold with maximum discount
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Purchasing BLCK

Pricing of services

In order to make acquiring and using BLCK tokens 
easier for Platform Users, Black will offer to sell 
them BLCK when they are paying for request-
ed Platform services. When a Platform User pur-
chases BLCK tokens while requesting Platform 
services, Black will sell the corresponding amount 
of tokens from the company holdings of BLCK. 
Black will then replenish the sold BLCK tokens by 

Service fees are paid in the same currency that the insurance premiums are denominated, and when a 
customer uses BLCKs to pay for services, then the respective amount of BLCKs is charged taking into 
account the officially stated Primary Market price for BLCK.

purchasing the corresponding amount of BLCK 
from any available “Secondary Market”.

Alternatively, a Platform User may purchase 
BLCK in either the Primary Market or any Second-
ary Market before they need to request services 
from the Black Platform, as a tactic for avoiding 
our convenience charge. 

Broker wants to transact $ 1 000 000 of gross 

written premiums on Black platform

Black agreed services fee is 5% (including 20% 

discount) of gross written premiums.

Total service fee payable is $ 50 000 (5% of $ 1 

000 000).

At that moment, BLCK costs $ 320 in the Primary 

Market

The Broker’s BLCK account is credited by 156.25 BLCK 

($ 50 000 / $ 320)

If the same transaction happens after 2 months and 

BLCK costs $ 500 in the Primary Market, then the Bro-

ker’s BLCK account is credited by 100 BLCK ($ 50 000 

/ $ 500)

To illustrate this, let’s look at the following example:
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Black Syndicate Tokens (BSTs)

Service Fee Schedule example

Platform User Requested Service Fee

Syndicate Operator 4%

$5000

5%

$1000

$500

1% or $5

Premium paid to Syndicate for sold Policies

Premium paid to Syndicate for sold Policies

Submit the product application for approval

Submit a custom Product to Black for Platform deployment

Move BLCK or BST’s through Token Gateways

Syndicate Operator

Broker

Broker

Product Creator

All Platform Users

The Black Platform will allow Investors to join to-
gether into an investment fund called a Syndi-
cate, and Investors will receive Tokens from the 
Syndicate in exchange for their investments. 
These Black Syndicate Tokens (BSTs) are a spe-
cial class of Tokens that will be issued when Syn-
dicates are being launched or when they are dis-
tributing Profit to their Investors. Each Syndicate 
will issue their own BST with a unique name and 
Risk / Reward profile. In its most basic form, a 
BST will behave like an interest-bearing security 
(a bond), where holders will calculate the value of 
a BST as the combination of historical payments 

plus the expectation that future cash flow pay-
ments from Brokers will be delivered. BST hold-
ers in this basic arrangement cannot ‘cash-out’ 
their BST for the underlying cash flow payments, 
and profits distributions are calculated as a pro-
portional amount of newly minted BST’s. The 
Syndicate will pool funds over time, so the BST 
backed by any specific Syndicate will see its cur-
rent price increase as the fund pool grows.

In a more sophisticated Syndicate, the Syndicate 
Operator will be able to define a custom “Cash-
flow Model” for their Syndicate Token, where 
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they will be able to create structured financial 
products featuring advanced Risk / Reward pro-
files, and may offer some amount of profit to be 
distributed as bank transfers. Investors will be 
able to view, compute, and project the profitabili-
ty of any BST before deciding to invest, so these 
Cashflow Models will be accessible to all Plat-
form Users (not protected IP). When a Syndicate 
is defining their BST conditions, they will specify 
under what conditions the Syndicate will dissolve 
and return funds to the BST holders. These “liqui-
dation events” will need to account for regulato-
ry requirements of holding some funds in reserve 
for many years in the event that late Claims are 
submitted after the Syndicate has closed.

BST’s are considered “Security Tokens” because 
they accrue profits to their holders, and they 
must be registered with Regulators in any juris-
diction in which they are sold. BST’s only repre-
sent a claim against the funds controlled by a 
Syndicate, and will not give Investors any other 
rights in the ongoing operations of Syndicates. In 
terms of subordination, Policy Holders will have a 
first claim against funds held by the Syndicate if 
they have incurred damages for which they have 
Policy Coverage. After all Policy Clams, remain-
ing funds are distributed as Profit to Brokers (ac-
cording to the profit distribution share agreed 
between Broker and Syndicate), and then to the 
Syndicate Operator, and finally to the Investors. 
BST’s are strictly investments and cannot be 
used to pay for any Platform services or fees.

Purchasing BSTs

Proof-of-Authority 

BST’s may only be purchased and owned by ver-
ified Accredited Investors, and Black is required 
to maintain KYC-compliance for any account that 
wants to trade in BST-type tokens. A prospec-
tive Investor will need to apply for verification 
by Black, and provide all required evidence of 
Investor Accreditation. BST’s can be purchased 
by investing in a Syndicate (Primary Market), or 
by trading with other BST Investors on the Pri-
vate Platform and on Public Ethereum (Second-
ary Market). We allow verified exchanges to take 
custody of BST’s so they can create deeper mar-
kets for BST traders and investors.

New Blocks are added to the Hyperledger Fabric 
Blockchain by special nodes called “Orderers”. All 
other nodes on the Blockchain will trust these Or-
derers completely, so the entire Blockchain can 
stay synchronized (in consensus) even while new 
Blocks are being added quickly. This form of con-
sensus about how new Blocks are added is called 
“Proof-of-Authority” (new Blocks are valid if cre-
ated by an authorized node). This is in contrast 
to Public Ethereum, which adds new Blocks using 
“Proof-of-Work” consensus (new Blocks are valid 
if they include the answer to a really hard math 
problem).
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BLCK service fees are collected by the Orderers as payment for executing transactions and creating 
new Blocks. Initially, Black will control all Orderers and will collect all BLCK service fees. As Black grows, 
we will allow Platform Users to run basic, local Blockchain nodes to create a more distributed system. 
Eventually, Black will authorize select strategic partners to run an Orderer node and collect some of the 
BLCK service fees. Running an Orderer node will require that certain minimum thresholds are met, for 
example:

Amount of annual transactions (any Platform Users)

Gross Written Premium (for Brokers) 

Asset Under Management (for Syndicate Operators)

BLCK service fees collected for a new Block are transferred to a “Block Reward” account. Any Orderer 
or authorized delegate node can request their portion of the Block Reward account with the Block 
Number of the new Block they created. If this request is valid, then the portion of the Block Reward 
is transferred and the Block Number is recorded as paid. This 2 step payout solution is a security 
compromise that allows us to separate the “New Block Creator” role from the “Reward Collector” role. 

To begin our review of the “Insurance Economy” supported by Black Insurance, we would like to 
illustrate the high-level, value exchanges that are happening between participants. In the following 
diagram, we show some of the major participants to the Black Platform, the assets they hold and 
trade, and the financial obligations they are agreeing to with each other.

Value Exchange Overview
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NOTE: This diagram does not intend to convey the order that exchanges are occur-

ring in, and is not a comprehensive list of participants and exchanges. This diagram 

should be used as an introductory illustration of the overall flow of value between 

some major participants in our solution.

The next diagram illustrates a few of the major transactions that occur in this system and the order in 
which they occur. Assume all Platform Participants have already purchased Platform Tokens, which are 
available in each Participant’s Platform Token account. Also, assume that the sale and management of 
Policies between the Broker and PolicyHolder are largely handled off-Platform in the Broker’s preferred 
Policy Administration systems, and then registered on the Platform when all Policy details are final.
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For more detailed transaction scenarios please read our article about The Black Platform Value Exchange 

Overview and Transaction Scenarios.

http://https://medium.com/@liinalaas/the-black-platform-value-exchange-overview-and-transaction-scenarios-ea850633f469
http://https://medium.com/@liinalaas/the-black-platform-value-exchange-overview-and-transaction-scenarios-ea850633f469
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8. Technical Design
The Black Insurance Platform described here is designed to be deployed as a combined solution using Ethereum 

and Hyperledger Fabric as a public-private blockchain network. The blockchain network is partitioned into ‘chan-

nels’ or ‘namespaces’ as a strategy for enforcing data security so network participants can only decrypt data in 

channels they have decryption keys for. Smart contracts are deployed to different channels, and access controls 

will govern who is allowed to execute any smart contract. Cryptocurrency fund accounts and balances are re-

corded on the blockchain, but fiat currency transfers to support on-chain balance changes will be executed using 

traditional inter-bank transfer mechanisms. 

Diagram Overview of the components and relationships that are crucial 

parts of the Black Insurance solution. 
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Black DAO

A virtual corporation will be deployed to the Public Ethereum Network, called a “Distributed Autono-
mous Organization” (the Black DAO). Because this network is Public, we are limiting the services that 
the DAO will offer, and will scale out as different Public Blockchain Network technologies evolve. In the 
beginning, the DAO will provide the following services:

Publicly track and transfer BLCK holdings between any Ethereum accounts

Publicly track and transfer BST holdings between Verified Ethereum accounts

Interact with Token Gateways to move funds into / out-of the Black Platform

Voting for operational & technical changes to the DAO, by Board of Directors

The Board of Directors consist of 7 individuals, 
appointed by Black Foundation in the beginning, 
when the Black DAO is launched. 2 seats are up 
for election each year, where the existing Board 
Members can be re-elected, or a new Member 
can win the seat. Votes are provided by the other 
Board Members as signed transactions submit-

ted to the Black DAO on Public Ethereum. Voting 
remains open continuously until a super-major-
ity (5 or more) of Active Board Members agree. 
Board Members are listed on the Black DAO, and 
they are the only Etheruem User accounts that 
are permitted to Vote in Black DAO decisions. 

Black DAO decisions can be divided into 2 categories: Operational and Technical. Operational decisions 
today deal with how the Black DAO Smart Contracts will allocate the BLCK they have control over, and 
these decisions are voted on at least quarterly with results immediately disclosed to the Public. Some 
of the Operational decisions that the Board of Directors will need to Vote on periodically are:

What % of BLCK will be burned when it is spent on Platform Services by Platform Users?

What % of BLCK will be resold to Public Ethereum users? 

How much ETH will Black sell 1 BLCK for in the Primary Market?

How much BLCK does Black require in Reserve on Public Ethereum?

Technical decisions exclusively deal with what updates to the Black DAO Smart Contracts should be 
implemented. All Smart Contract updates will have code published publicly and they will be deployed 
to Public Ethereum. The Black DAO will list what the intention of the technical update is, and where 
the updated Smart Contracts are deployed on Ethereum. If a Technical decision is approved by Board 
Votes, typically, the current Black DAO Smart Contracts will have their addresses changed to point at 
the new Smart Contracts. For complex Technical decisions, a “Smart Contract Migration” will be defined 
that will handle all steps required to implement a Technical decision, any data migration, and any clean-
up of old, unused Smart Contracts.
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Black Platform

Platform Core Channel

The Black Platform is constructed using Hyper-
ledger Fabric; a private, permissioned Blockchain 
Network. Data stored on the Black Platform is 
partitioned into private “Channels” to protect 
confidentiality, and control who has access to 
which data. Smart contracts and access controls 
are deployed and maintained by the Black Admin, 
in all Channels of this system. Cryptocurrency Ac-
count Balances are contained in each Channel, as 
an on-blockchain solution for tracking funds and 
for validation before Smart Contracts are execut-
ed. Initially, the Black Platform will be exclusive-
ly hosted by Black Foundation, and all Users will 

Launching the Black Platform will begin with cre-
ating a new Blockchain Network Channel that all 
verified Platform Users can join, used for sharing 
common data, called the “Platform Core”. Some 
sensitive data like Account Balances / Payments 
will be stored in Platform Core where all Plat-
form Users can read it. We will use varying levels 
of protection to record different kinds of sensi-
tive data, such as hashing, encrypting, and ‘ze-
ro-knowledge proofs’, to find a balance between 
protecting-privacy and shared-data networks. 
Platform Core will store information about User 
Profiles, Brokers, Syndicate Operators, Investors, 

connect through the Public Website. Eventually, 
Users will be able to access the Public Website, 
the Private REST API, or even run a local Block-
chain Network Peer using a downloadable, pre-
configured Platform Peer package. 

Black Platform uses “Proof-of-Authority” con-
sensus to agree on New Blocks, and controls the 
list of Peers on the Black Platform Blockchain 
Network that are allowed to create New Blocks. 
To enforce Platform Identity and Data Access, 
the Black Platform uses a series of Certificate 
Authority Servers to manage x.509 Certificates 
and Public Keys for all Platform Users. 

Payments, Balances, Products, Cashflow Models, 
and some general information about Syndicates. 

New Product and Syndicate Cashflow Models 
can be defined and created using the Platform 
API as Smart Contracts (chaincode), that will be 
audited and deployed to the Platform Core by the 
Black Admin. 

The Token Gateway Oracle will operate sever-
al Accounts on the Platform Core, allowing Plat-
form Users an automated mechanism for moving 
funds between different ‘Channels’ on the Plat-
form and into / out-of other Public Blockchains 
(Ethereum, etc).
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Platform API

Policy Admin Channels Investment Channels

Policy and Claim data is very sensitive, so this 
is stored in private “Channels” on the Block-
chain Network that only the involved MGA, Bro-
ker, Claim Handler and Regulators can join. A new 
Policy Admin Channel is created when a Syndi-
cate makes an Agreement with an Broker to un-
derwrite a specific amount of GWP for new Pol-
icies, before they begin selling Policies. These 
Channels will store information about Policies, 
Claims, Evidence, Settlements, and Balances that 
are being managed by the Users that joined the 
Channels.

Investment data is also very sensitive, so this is 
stored in private “Channels” on the Blockchain 
Network that only the involved Syndicate Oper-
ator, Investors and Regulator can join. A new In-
vestment Channel is created each time a Syndi-
cate Operator begins organizing a new Syndicate. 
These Channels will store information about Syn-
dicates, Investments, Underwriting Agreements 
with Brokers, and Balances that are being man-
aged by the Users that joined the Channels.

Most interaction with the Black Platform will be done using the Platform API, a REST interface 
developed using node.js and OpenAPI. Platform Users that are running a local node will always be able 
to interact with their local Blockchain and Smart Contract directly. The Blockchain and the Platform API 
share a Common Data Model that all Platform Users can integrate with. All Platform Users can read 
data in the PlatformCore Channel and from any Investments or PolicyAdmin Channel that they have 
access to. The Common Data Model can be extended in 2 specific areas:

Product Creators can define new Products - A new Product will require actuary / statistics skill sets to 

accurately create a Risk Model, Classifications, Factors, and Coverages. This new Product will be im-

plemented as a unique Data Model extension and specific Smart Contracts to be deployed to the Plat-

form Core and any PolicyAdmin Channels that choose to use them, with the ability to compute Premi-

ums for new Policies based on new Policy Holder data.

Syndicate Operators can define new Cashflows - Syndicate Operators are given the flexibility to de-

sign the Cashflow and structure of the BST they issue when they get funded by Investors. These Cash-

flows and BST’s will be implemented as a unique Data Model extension and specific Smart Contracts to 

be deployed to the Platform Core, and to any Investment Channel that chooses to use them.

1.

2.
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The Platform API will be interacting with the Blockchain Network, and using the security credentials of 
the requesting Platform User. This means that the Platform API will need to have access to the Plat-
form User’s private key, used to prove the Platform User’s identity and to sign their transactions. We 
understand the significance and extreme sensitivity involved with this configuration, so all Black-host-
ed private keys will be stored in a Hardware Security Module (HSM, sometimes called a “Key Vault”). 
Private keys for these accounts will only be requested from the HSM when absolutely needed and cop-
ies will be destroyed immediately after use. Communication between the Platform API and Hyperledg-
er Fabric is formatted as GRPC and is secured using TLS 1.2. Secure access to the Platform API is estab-
lished using OAuth2, JWT, HTTPS, and TLS 1.2.

Black Token Gateways

BLCK and all BST-type tokens can be moved be-
tween the Public Ethereum and Private Black 
Platform using a series of Token Gateways. BLCK 
is consumed on the Private Black Platform, and 
BST-type tokens are created on the Private Black 
Platform each time a Syndicate is funded by In-
vestors. Both token-types can be moved out to 
Public Ethereum, so that they can be transferred 
and verified with other Ethereum users that may 
not be Black Platform Users, or may not have di-
rect access to the Black Platform currently (new 
onboarding Platform Users). All our Tokens are 
inextricably tied to the Private Black Platform as 
their Primary Market, so Public Ethereum is being 
incorporated in this solution as a Secondary Mar-
ket for our Tokens.

The Token Gateways are using Hyperledger Quilt 
as a protocol specification for moving Tokens be-
tween Public Ethereum and Private Hyperledg-
er Fabric. Quilt describes the interface with each 
Blockchain as “Connectors”, and Tokens moving 
over Quilt can pass through as many Connectors 
as the transaction may require. Each Token trans-
fer will begin by identifying a path over the series 
of Quilt Connectors, where balances on each con-

nected Blockchain are verified, and the required 
amount of Tokens on the receiving Blockchain are 
marked as “Reserved” for a small amount of time. 
If the Quilt circuit can complete verification suc-
cessfully, then a second pass through the Quilt 
circuit will construct the series of “Atomic Swaps” 
that are required to be written to each Blockchain 
to move the Tokens. Secrets used to create Hash 
Time-Locks are generated and stored separate-
ly from the Atomic Swaps they are used in, and 
all activity in the Token Gateways is monitored 
by dashboard, along with reasonable limitations 
on Platform User activity, and automated kill 
switches if certain suspicious actions occur.

An Ethereum User or a Fabric Platform User can 
start a Token transfer through the Token Gate-
way by sending some amount of Tokens, along 
with a destination Address, to the address of 
the Token Gateway. The User will be immedi-
ately provided with a Confirmation Number that 
can be used to check on the status of the trans-
fer through the Gateways. Transfer of Tokens will 
happen asynchronously from that point, where 
both Blockchains will need to add a new Block to 
confirm the Transfer has updated all balances. 
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Success and failure will be recorded at the end of a Transfer and can be checked by the Sender at any 
point after the Transfer is started. 

Because BLCK is consumed on the Private Black Platform, and Black will sell BLCK there as a Prima-
ry Market, the amount of BLCK ‘on-Platform’ vs ‘off-Platform’ will be instrumental in determining the 
amount of BLCK that should be sold, burned, or reserved, and in which Market (pri vs sec). The total 
amount of on-Platform vs off-Platform BLCK can be checked by Public Ethereum Users by viewing the 
balance of the BLCK Token Gateway. Black will prioritize BLCK on-Platform over off-Platform if the 
flow of Tokens is threatening BLCK liquidity. In extreme situations, Black may halt transfers destined 
off-Platform and will only sell new BLCK on-Platform if liquidity becomes strained for too long on-Plat-
form. Several other tactics and levers will be defined as ongoing Risk Mitigation solutions for manag-
ing Market and Platform Operations.

9. Black Insurance Coin Offering
1. Pre-sale 31. July - runs for 4 weeks

2. Public sale 31. August - runs for 4 weeks

Token Price - 1BLCK = $0.2

Max amount of tokens sold (including bonuses, referrals and discounts) 315 000 000

Max possible supply of tokens (including bonuses, referrals and discounts) 471 000 000

Unsold tokens will be destroyed

Soft cap $2 mln

Hard cap $45 mln
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Reciver

5%

Sender 

10%

Facebook

15%

Reddit

15%

Bitcointalk
 signature 

20%

Articles and
blog post

20%

Twitter

20% 10%

Telegram

25%

Pre-Sale second 
7.5m USD

Pre-Sale first
7.5m USD

20%

Pre-Sales

Day 1

15%

Week 1

11%

Week 2

7,50%

Week 3

3%

Week 4

0%

Main Sales

BONUSES

BOUNTIES

REFERRAL

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

67%  tokens distributed at sale
26%  team
6%  advisors
1%  bounty

1%

67%

6%

26%
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Use of Funds

35%  IT & Development
20%  Marketing & Sales
15%  Admin & Operations
10%  Legal
20%  Reserve & Unexpected Costs

If $2 mln+ raised

If $10 mln+ raised

35%

20%

20%

15%

10%

18%  IT & Development
20%  Marketing & Sales
10%  Admin & Operations
7%  Legal
15%  Reserve & Unexpected Costs
30%  Licensing insurer

20%

10%
15%

30%

7%

18%
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Milestones

30 mln + Launch the Black 
platform and become a licensed 

insurer in EU, US and Asia.

2 ML N

10 MLN30 MLN

2 mln + Launch the Black platform 
and cooperate with existing 

insurers in the EU

10 mln + Launch the Black platform 
and become a licensed 
insurer in the EU
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10. Roadmap
Some major milestones for the the application development Roadmap:

11. Team
The team consists of insurance industry veterans and blockchain experts. It is a great mix of inside 
knowledge of the insurance industry, expertise on blockchain technology and the crypto space. Found-
ers have over 18 years of experience in insurance software and saw the pressing need for a solution 
that would democratize the field through technology. Meet the team

Mar 2018 - Prototype - 
Platform tech demo using 
Fabric+Composer

May 2018 - MVP - 
Demo ready for Investors

Aug 2018 - Alpha - 
Platform accepting 
first Users

May 2019 - v1.0 -
EU-licensed Insurance

company, selling
new Policies

Apr 2018 - Whitepaper - 
Released to Public

Jun 2018 - ICO -
Black DAO launched
on Ethereum

Dec 2018 - Beta - 
Platform accepting 
new Products

https://www.black.insure/#team



